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Creature  
     Teachers

Lindy Alexander reports on how 
animals can help treat and support 
children with special needs.

Animals have long been associated with human 
companionship, wellbeing and healing, and 
therapy using animals and their inherent 

characteristics has been growing in popularity as a form 
of support and treatment for those with special needs. 

Animal-assisted therapy (AAT) capitalises on human-
animal bonds, and animals such as dogs, cats, guinea pigs, 
rabbits, birds, horses and even dolphins are being used 
in therapy around the world. In Australia, where this 
kind of therapy is still relatively new, dogs, horses and 
small domestic animals are most commonly used with  
children who have special needs. 

Empirical research about AAT is growing slowly; so 
far there is evidence to suggest that therapy animals  
o!er physiological, emotional, social and 
physical support to children with special 
needs. Some of the most significant findings 
show children with access to AAT benefit 
from behavioural improvements and 
increased social competency. 

This is something Marguerite O’Haire 
found while undertaking her doctorate in 
psychology at the University of Queensland. 
O’Haire helped conduct an animal-assisted 
intervention program in Brisbane schools, 
involving children aged five to 13 with 
autism spectrum disorders (ASD) and their 
peers. Two guinea pigs were introduced into 
the classroom as pets for eight weeks, and students were 
taught how to care for and interact with the animals. 
The results were published in the report, ‘Guinea pigs as 
classroom pets: Helping children with autism and their 
peers’. O’Haire says parents and teachers reported that 
all the children showed significant improvements in 
social functioning following the program. “Research on 
animal-assisted interventions for targeted populations, 
such as children with disabilities, is still in its infancy, 
but studies conducted to date have yielded encouraging 
results,” she says. 

When psychologist Melanie Jones was studying to be 
a dog trainer, it occurred to her that there were many 
similarities between the two disciplines, such as having 

still for an hour. “He was confidently working with 
this little dog in obedience and agility exercises,” she 
says. “That’s absolutely profound. We told his teachers 
about it, and suddenly we were changing the way people 
perceived him.” According to Jones, the boy’s perception 
of himself also started to shift, and while she has not had 
contact with the boy since the end of the program, his 
teachers and family were encouraged to help him take 
advantage of the progress he had made.

Jones says each di!erent size, personality and type of 
therapy dog has something unique to o!er. “There is no 
one breed of dog that is suited to being a therapy dog,” 
she says. “Any dog that loves people and has been trained 
and assessed has the potential to be a good therapy dog.” 

Maggie Fanning has seen first-hand the benefits a 
therapy dog can have. She and her family live on a 4.85ha 
property in Benalla, Victoria, and last September, therapy 
dog Shadow joined her family as support for her 16-year-
old son Daniel, who has autism and a physical disability. 
“One of the benefits is that Daniel now goes for walks 
independently with Shadow. He has met neighbours 
for the first time because he walks past and the dog is a 
talking point.” For children who struggle to understand 
the complexities of conversation, exchanges about dogs 
are predictable. “Neighbours will say to Daniel, ‘What’s 
your dog’s name?’ and he might ask them about their 
horse,” says Maggie. “It’s a conversation starter, and in 
terms of social ability, the dog really enhances that.” 

Maggie had been considering the idea of 
a therapy dog for Daniel for some time when 
she saw a flyer for the Centre for Service and 
Therapy Dogs in Australia. Centre director 
Yariv Ben-Yosef and program manager  
Dr Linda Marston met with Maggie and her  
family to assess the family’s and Daniel’s needs. 

Shadow was trained with Daniel’s specific 
aims in mind. “One goal was being able to 
access the community safely and confidently,” 
says Maggie. It was important to Maggie 
that Daniel learn to manage his reactions 
to particular triggers, and Shadow has been 
integral in that process. “A lot of children 

on the autism spectrum have fear and panic responses 
in a social setting, which can be alleviated just by the 
presence of the dog,” she says. Shadow is trained to go 
to Daniel if he is upset and to stay with him. In these 
types of situations children can pat the dog to calm 
themselves or use the animal as a reason for leaving a 
di"cult situation. 

It is not only dogs that are used in animal-assisted 
therapy. Karen Aspery, executive o"cer at the Riding 
for the Disabled Association of Australia (RDA) says 
horses are unique in providing emotional, social and 
physical therapy to children with special needs. RDA  
is a voluntary, non-profit, national organisation that 

“Research on animal-assisted interventions  
for targeted populations, such as children  
with disabilities, is still in its infancy, but  

studies conducted to date have  
yielded encouraging results.” 
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consistent boundaries and focusing on the positives.  
Ten years ago, Jones combined her skills and set up  
Lead The Way, a psychology clinic in Victoria that uses 
therapy dogs. Jones says she has seen some significant 
changes in the children with whom she works. 

One boy with Asperger’s syndrome, attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder and intellectual di"culties was 
“unable to sit still”. At the start of a group program, 
Jones placed one of her therapy dogs, a miniature 
schnauzer, on his knee. “He seemed apprehensive,” 
she says. “I kept checking in with him throughout 
the program (which lasted two school terms) and 
each time he was more relaxed and engaged.” Jones 
says by the end of the program the boy was able to sit  
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Jones placed one of her therapy dogs,  
a miniature schnauzer, on [the boy’s] 
knee. “He seemed apprehensive,” 
she says. “I kept checking in with him 
throughout the program… and each time 
he was more relaxed and engaged.” 

provides opportunities for anyone with special needs 
(as long as riding does not aggravate their condition) 
to participate in therapeutic, horse-related activities. 
Aspery believes horses are very accepting of people’s 
di!erences, and seem able to adapt to the individual 
needs of each rider. “For example, we might have a horse 
that is trained for high-level riders and understands it 
needs to be focused and have a lot of energy,” she says. 
“But you can take the same horse and put a small child 
with a disability on it and the horse will understand that 
with this child they need to go very slowly.” 

Aspery says horses are also very specific about 
communication methods. If a rider starts to exhibit 
unwanted behaviour such as yelling, kicking or 
screaming, the horse will respond immediately. “The 
horse will shift underneath them, their ears will go back 
or its muscles will tense,” she says. “The child will ask, 
‘What’s my horse doing?’ and will stop whatever it is  
they are doing. When the children get a positive response 
from the horse, they learn they can control the horse 
through proper communication, and that extends to 
other aspects of their life.” 

Kath Layton of South Australia has found horse riding 
has helped her 17-year-old son Tom with his stability  
and movement. Tom was born with Opitz syndrome, 
which has left him with an intellectual disability and 
physical problems. Tom has been attending his local 
RDA club since he was five, when his physiotherapist 
recommended horse riding to help with his physical 
development. Although Tom can’t hold onto the reins, 
Kath says he now sits up well and has good balance. 
Another benefit is that the horse can take Tom places  
his wheelchair can’t. “They do lots of interesting activities 
and have a lovely trail through the national park – he 
gets to sit up nice and high,” she says. Three volunteers 
support Tom’s weekly ride; one to guide the horse,  
and two side walkers. Over the past 13 years Kath has 
been impressed time and again with the volunteers.  
“I think lots of the volunteers are horse lovers, and they 
all do a great job.” 

While RDA has a large number of volunteers 
throughout the country, Karen Aspery says there is an 
enormous demand for services, and huge waiting lists. 
RDA is an a!ordable therapy option for many parents of 
children with special needs. 

Costs can be a prohibitive factor for some parents 
hoping to access animal-assisted therapy. Patricia 

McAlister, founder and director of training at Smart Pups 
in Queensland, says it costs about $25,000 to raise and 
train the labradors and golden retrievers used. Families 
are asked to contribute what they can to the cost of a 
Smart Pup. They are asked to aim for $10,000. Many do 
this by fundraising.  

Like RDA, Smart Pups has a long waiting list. “We 
don’t get any government funding,” says McAlister. 
“It’s heartbreaking when we have to tell families who 
desperately want help that it’s a two or three-year  
waiting list.” 

For Sarah Collins from NSW, who contacted McAlister 
as soon as Smart Pups was established, it was a 12-month 
wait, with another six months of fundraising. “It was 
daunting at first, but happened quickly when we got  
into it,” says Sarah. Since March she has had a Smart 
Pup for her five-year-old son Rhys, who has an ASD and 
physical problems. Sarah says she originally applied 
for a Smart Pup because of safety concerns. “Rhys is a 
runner, and bolts as soon as you dare let go of his hand,” 
she says. “He has no sense or understanding of danger.” 
Golden retriever Napoleon has been trained to track 
Rhys should he go missing. Sarah says that even at home 
Rhys can take himself to a quiet spot and not respond to 
her calling his name, but now Napoleon can find her son  
in moments. 

Sarah says there are immense benefits in having a  
Smart Pup. “Rhys now has some independence. He feels 
a whole lot better having his mate Napoleon with him,” 
she says. “Drop o! at preschool has gone from an average 
hour and a half to just minutes.” Napoleon has full access 
to the preschool and attends when Rhys does. Sarah 
says Rhys’s language and self-confidence have improved 
dramatically, however there is no disputing the amount 
of work involved in taking on a therapy dog. “I was warned 
the first six weeks would be hard work, and it really was,” 
she says. “It’s a huge commitment – all the training and 
commands and extra time needed to prepare the dog and 
child for outings – in some ways it’s like having another 
child.” Nonetheless, Sarah says since Napoleon’s arrival 
Rhys is safer and happier. 

Patricia McAlister says it takes 12 to 16 months to train 
the dogs. “They are trained for certain tasks up to a certain 

level,” she says. “After that we interview the families and 
ask them what sorts of things they want, and then we train 
the dogs specifically.” Therapy dogs are in particularly 
high demand for children with an ASD or epilepsy, and 
are commonly taught to “disrupt meltdowns, to help 
children in social situations”.

Having social support in the form of an animal can’t 
be underestimated for children with special needs,  
says Dr Linda Marston. “When you have your dog you  
can explore more and take more risks, because you have 
that social backup and are calmer about it,” she says. As 
well as her work with the Centre for Service and Therapy 
Dogs, Marston is a member of the Australian Network 
for the Development of Animal Assisted Therapies 
(ANDAAT). She says ANDAAT would like to develop 
standards within the industry. She gives this advice to 
parents considering animal-assisted therapy: “Parents 
should ask, ‘How many times have you done this before?’, 
‘Can I talk to some of the people you have worked with’ 
and ‘Have you ever worked with a child with these 
conditions before?’” 

In its report to the Federal Government on disability 
care and support, the Australian Productivity 
Commission suggested that guide and assistance dogs 
could be included as supports provided through the 
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS). Marston 
hopes this will make animal-assisted therapies more 
accessible to families. Federal Minister for Disability 
Reform Jenny Macklin says thousands of people with 
special needs will benefit from the first stage of the NDIS, 
from mid-2013. “As part of this work we are finalising 
practical details, including how we will assess people’s 
needs, how their support packages will be determined, 
and how to help people exercise choice and control over 
support,” she says.     

Do you know children with special needs 
who have been helped by having contact 
with animals? Please let us know your views 
by sending a letter to the editor to  
editorial@sydneyschild.com.au
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